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consequence that there has been relatively little
discussion of Tiv religion in a comparative con
text. One point made by them has influenced
comment on the Tiv:

... a man of probity may never have taken anything
from his kith and kin. Yet a man of ability has more
wealth than his neighbours and more influence than his
peers. One cannot make something out of nothing; he
must have got this somewhere; therefore, he did get it
from his kith and kin, if not by daylight then by night,
that is, by witchcraft {ibid.: 85).

Apropos of this, I have to say that it is not my
impression that the Tiv do think in such a way, of
prosperity as being a strictly limited cake of which
the individual can only get more by taking away
other people’s share.

The Bohannans did not venture to explain
^diy the Tiv did not have an ancestor cult, and the
point has caused some discussion among anthro
pologists, particularly in view of the general
acceptance of Tiv society as being a particularly
clear paradigm of a segmentary lineage system.
The problem of exactly why there should not be
an ancestor cult has not, so far as I know, been
thoroughly discussed in print for either the Tiv or
that other outstanding example of a segmentary
Hneage system, the Nuer, However, the question
°f the prerequisites and presuppositions of an
ancestor cult has been lucidly examined by
Professor M. Fortes (1965: 122-144). Here he
argues that ancestor worship cannot be regarded
as simply a projection of attitudes to parents as
Parents, but is rather a symbolization of authority
as mediated through kinship institutions.

Jural authority vests in a person by reason of kinship
status or of office that, in the last resort, depends upon
descent. Ancestors symbolize the continuity of the
social structure, and the proper allocation, at any given
time, of the authority and right they held and transmit
ted. Ancestor worship puts the final source of jural
authority and right, or to use the more inclusive term,
jurisdiction, on a pedestal, so to speak, where it is
unviolable and unchallengeable, and thus able to mobil
ize the consent of all who must comply with it {ibid.:
137).

Fortes recognizes that the Nuer and the Tiv
Pose problems for this formulation:

•.. what is the nature of authority and what represen
tation, if any, does it have in religious or ideological
terms in genealogically based social systems like those

of the Tiv and the Nuer which lack both ancestor
worship and the equivalent of kingship? {ibid.: 140)

I shall try and give some answer to this que
stion.

1. Tiv Society in Outline

It would be difficult to estimate the exact

number of Tiv in view of the complexities of
Nigerian demographic statistics. A figure of
1,200,000 would be thought by many not excessi
ve. There is good reason to suppose that the
population is increasing. The Tiv do see themsel
ves as a people who are by vocation farmers,
assured of a good food supply, and who have
historically expanded, and have acquired cultural
traits from other peoples, while maintaining their
own identity. This identity is strengthened by the
relative uniformity of the Tiv language, and its
distinctiveness from neighbouring languages, and
the myths of common ancestry of all Tiv.

Mention of the common ancestry of Tiv by
descent from Tiv inevitably raises the question of
the way genealogical and territorial categories
relate. Are we neighbours because we are kin, or
kin because we are neighbours? In social systems
which look very similar to an outsider, different
answers may be given by insiders. The complete
predominance of either genealogical or territorial
consideration would seem rare, and in practice a
mixture of idioms is used to provide societies with
their identities. This is the case with the Tiv, but
their social idiom is much more territorial and
much less genealogical than would be apparent
from the assessments currently accepted among
social anthropologists. To substantiate this claim,
I shall examine the role of genealogies, the Tiv
view of local groups, and some of their ideas on
descent and inheritance.

One not infrequently meets Tiv who can trace
a pedigree going back to Tiv himself, or further.
But the majority of Tiv, including many respected
and knowledgeable elders, cannot do this, though
pedigrees of seven ascending generations are
common enough, and a man who could only trace
two ascending generations might be commented
on privately as not particularly well-informed. I
have repeatedly had the experience, when asking
for information with a group of people around, to


